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Description
ConVita Ltd. represents a new type of business consulting and business process management based on a combination
of business reporting, analysis, planning, marketing and information technology. Improvement and business
development is the primary task of business consulting which we provide to our clients, and knowledge-based
economics and business-based consulting is the basic feature of a business concept we apply in practice.
Professionalism in business, a large number of completed projects and our satisfied clients are a confirmation of the
quality and sufficient morale for our further work. on Vita Ltd. is a company that has, in a relatively short time period,
succeeded in building the reputation of one of the most reliable consulting companies in Bosnia and Herzegovina. We
provide consultant services in the areas of business improvement, writing project applications, implementation and
realization of EU projects, and marketing services. ConVita d.o.o represents a new type of business consulting and
business process management based on a combination of business reporting, analysis, planning, marketing and
information technology. Improvement and business development is the primary task of business consulting we provide
to our clients, and knowledge-based economics and business-based consulting is the basic feature of a business
concept we apply in practice. We strive to define and implement the most advanced solutions for a wide range of needs
aimed at development and improvement our client’s business. A guarantee for a practical applicability and efficiency
of our services is made from excellent knowledge of the business environment in the region. Experience and deep
understanding of the business environment in B&H and countries in the region of the founder of the company together
with the highly educated employees and the expertise of external associates who are engaged on a project basis are a
prerequisite for the top level of business consulting services. The Con Vita team is made up of experienced and
educated consultants, experts in their field who know how to make the most out of available resources, achieve project
success within the agreed time frame and ensure maximum client and partner satisfaction. Professionals in business, a
large number of completed projects and our satisfied clients are a confirmation of quality and sufficient morale for our
further work. “It is difficult to truly develop without external assistance”
Organization Type
Consultant,
Phone
+38732200150
Email
info@convita.ba

Country
Bosnia-Herzegovina
City
Zenica, Skolska, 10 Google map
Areas of Activities
Education and consultancy
Offer & Request

cONSULTANTING
The Con Vita team is made up of experienced and educated consultants, experts in their field who know how to make
the most out of available resources, achieve project success within the agreed time frame and ensure maximum client
and partner satisfaction. Professionals in business, a large number of completed projects and our satisfied clients are
a confirmation of quality and sufficient morale for our further work. “It is difficult to truly develop without external
assistance”
Cooperation Offered
1. Other
2. Outsourcing co-operation
Cooperation Requested
1. Investment/Financing

